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To Whom all this may concern,

My name is Joy Maxine 'Hawkeye' Graves. I am the sachem of Oklevueha Native American Church of
Kautantowit's Mecautea of Oregon. I am writing this letter as a formal confirmation as to the gratitude of
assistance and support that both I personally, as well as additional members of ONAC KM have for Mr. James
Warren 'Flaming Eagle' Mooney regarding his assistance in our legal obstacle with the Grant County Oregon
Circuit Court in 2014 involving the other Medicine sacrament, Cannabis.

James Warren 'Flaming Eagle' Mooney has proven to be an invaluable and crucial rock of solidarity for myself
as well as our tribal members throughout the entire course of this illegal proceeding that has been victimizing
us. He has not only been an immense source of spiritual and mental support for us, but also has proven to be
our legal savior as well as he has single-handedly led our court appointed counsel through the depths of tribal
history including the cultural and spiritual attacks suffered the Native American peoples, and provided all of
the legal documentation needed to prove it as well as the humble voice of reason begging the court that they
follow through with the intended purpose of legally preserving and protecting our rights as sovereign people.

As he did when it came to the uphill battle initiating the 7 Sacred Prophecy of White Buffalo Calf Woman when
it came to our grandfather medicine (Peyote), James has proven himself a continued Rainbow Warrior of
great significance as we fulfill the prophecy now regarding our mother sacrament Cannabis, which will as so
predicted biblically Will prove to be the plant that brings forth "The healing of the Nations" and we are honored
to stand humbly beside him as we assure the preservation of the ways of Turtle Island and of our First Nations
peoples.

I can personally attest to the act that for us, 'Flaming Eagle' has proven himself to be a pillar of strength
beyond measure, and we thank him for keeping things as together as they could be in such the terrifying of a
situation. No matter the time day or night, he always made himself available and never lost once his temper no
matter how chaotic the situation that arose. As far as we are concerned, he has and indicates his continued
intent to go above and beyond in the assistance and guided sought of him by ONAC KM in as well as beyond
and far to do with this case, and it's because of the proof we've found in his character, we know and firmly
believe that we will continue to prove ourselves honorably both to First Nations as well as to all our ancestors

and relations.

May he, and we all go in a Good Way and prove to make positive medicine for mother world and all life to ever
dwell upon her ~ A'ho
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